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Dear Parents and Students,

Port Macquarie Performing Arts would like to celebrate a wonderful first semester and show
how hard our students are working in class with a Mid Year Showcase on Sunday 20th June at
the GLASSHOUSE. There are many reasons why we do this. All students have worked
incredibly hard over the 6 months in classes, it is important that everyone has the opportunity to
perform and enjoy the process of working as a team. We are very lucky to have a beautiful
theatre to be able to do this, which makes it all the more exciting. This year we will be having
two shows the first starting at 2pm and the second at 4pm. Thank you for all your support.

A big part of dance training is learning through performance. Although performance
opportunities can help prepare some students for a possible career in dance, they also
contribute to children’s success in non-dance activities. The performing experience helps build
self-esteem and self-confidence and can result in better in-school presentations, improved social
skills, and strong interview skills for future university or job opportunities. 

Students, It is also very important for your self-esteem to have the chance to show your parents/
carers and friends what you have been working towards throughout the past two terms.
Working towards a performance is a long process but an integral part of a dancer’s life as a
performer. The process of rehearsal, costume, production and show is a measure of patience,
discipline & hard work but most of all joy when you finally get to dance and perform for an
audience.
Some of you may have already had the privilege of performing on a stage at eisteddfods etc ,
but for some this will be your first time. It is an exciting time and it is important that you all realise,
this is a great opportunity for you to shine as a person, a dancer and a team. It is also a great
chance for us as a new school to present ourselves to the community in a professional theatre
and atmosphere. I know you will all do your best and I hope you enjoy every moment. 

Dedication to the Mid Year Showcase commitments are the responsibility of both students and
their parents. We’ve created this handbook in an effort to clarify what we expect from you in
terms of commitments and responsibility to the annual Mid Year Showcase, the school, and
other students and parents.



TIMES Studio 4 TIMES Studio 3

10 - 11am
8yrs Performance Program

Naughty, Friend Like Me, Pink Ballet, Movin Up
10 - 11am

ALL Junior Recreational

The Greatest Showman, I Came Here 

for Love, Firefly, Yes Yes I Can

10:45 - 11:30am  10:45 - 11:30am
Junior Combo 

True Colours, Lighthouse

11:15- 11:45am

 

Petite Performers 

Slow Down, Bees
11:15- 11:45am

11yrs Plus Recreational 

Control

11:45 - 12:45

 

Kindy Combo 

Everything is Awesome, September, Can You 

Keep a Secret

  

12:30 - 1:45
10yrs Performance Program

Pinball Wizard, Clocks, My Hometown, Pink 

Classical, Fly Away With Me

  

1:30 - 2:45pm 

 

JPP & 12yrs Performance

Symphony, Footprints, White Ballet, Ex Wives, 

Fire My Bones

  

 

2:30 - 3pm

 

 

14yrs Performance

New York, Let It Go
  

2:45 - 4:30pm

 

IPP 

Fire Work, Swing, Some Like it Hot, America, 

Gala Contemp, One Moment In Time, Gelato

  

COMPULSORY REHEARSAL SCHEDULE
19th June PMPA Studio 
No Makeup Required 



WHAT TO WEAR, WHAT NOT TO WEAR and YOUR HAIR! 

Your questions answered! 
Every child performing at the Mid Year Showcase must have a PMPA jacket to wear over

costume. Wear this to and from and at venue. Please wear your PMPA performance singlet or

your TEAM PMPA and black jazz pants or ballet school colours (blue and black) to and from the

theatre and between routines if you have a break between dances. 

Please be sure to label everything- that way any lost property can be returned.  

AT LEAST 50 Bobby Pins

AT LEAST 50 Safety Pins

AT LEAST 3 hairnets the same colour as your hair

Hair Spray

Performance Earrings ( spare pair) Diamonte stick ons are also acceptable

Scissors 

A Lighter

A Needle and Thread

Hair Brush 

Comb

Eyelashes and Eyelash Glue

Stage Makeup

PMPA will provide pop up changing tents, no dancer is to change in the toilets. 

Please bring a blanket to put on the floor, and have a dance tub to put your things in. 

All group students must bring to EVERY performance/eisteddfod

NO EXCEPTIONS!!!!

Do not turn up expecting to borrow other peoples, be responsible for your own belongings, its too

expensive for organized and generous parents to constantly have to replenish their supplies of these

items because they are handing them out to students that have not come prepared. Lists of students

that ‘borrow’ something will be made by our costume carers. Please come prepared.

The following items not to be seen on stage please - Extra piercings including belly bars, 2nd lobe

and helix, watches, tattoos, necklaces and nail polish. Performance team dancers needs a pair of

Performance Earrings and a spare pair for emergencies. (Available at the office) 



Important Mid Year Showcase Dates

By allowing your child to participate in the PMPA Dance Mid Year Showcase, you commit yourself and/or

your child to the following dates and events.

Tickets on sale at the Glasshouse 6th June 

Compulsory Rehearsal at PMPA studio 19th June

Mid Year Showcase at the Glasshouse 26th June

Home Study

To ensure that the students feel confident about their performance, we ask parents and guardians to

encourage them to rehearse their Mid Year Showcase choreography on a regular basis. A copy of your

child’s dance music is available; just email us for a copy.

At various points throughout the choreography, we invite parents to videotape choreography at the end

of class to assist the students when practising at home, just check with your child’s teacher before the

start of class.

Mid Year Showcase 2022
Part 1A : The Commitment 

Part 1b : Volunteer Information 

Anyone interested in volunteering to help backstage is welcome and much appreciated. All volunteers must

have a valid  WWCC. A volunteer form is required and is included in this handbook. There will be an

orientation for all volunteers, who must abide by the policies set forth by PMPA. The Mid Year Showcase day

is a hectic experience and all volunteers must work in a cooperative manner at all times. Our backstage

managers work very hard to put an efficient system in place, and we ask that all volunteers rely on their

experience and follow their instructions.

All volunteers will receive an identification badge at the rehearsal, which must be worn in the theatre at all

times. Please do not bring guests, including children, with you while you are volunteering. You will be able to

see the show as it happens on the monitors in the theatre backstage area.

Costume carers/Class mothers are needed for each class to supervise the costumes and keep them

safe/clean and accounted for. They are responsible for making sure that each child is in the proper

costume, has the proper accessories and shoes. We need volunteers for this role, so please let us know if you

can help.

If there are too many volunteers for one class, some may be asked to work with children from another class.

Volunteers are not allowed to enter the stage area. Because there will be live microphones backstage, only

dance teachers and assistants are allowed in the wings.



Volunteer Preference Form

PMPA relies on the assistance of many dedicated volunteers to provide a high-quality performance

experience for your child(ren). The children benefit from this volunteer effort, so we hope that you

will become an enthusiastic member of our volunteer pool. 

Most jobs require limited commitment at a specific time during the performance. There are many

positions available for men as well as women. We encourage every family to volunteer and welcome

any contribution you are willing to make. 

Please Email angela@pmperformingarts.com with your Volunteer Preference 1, 2 or 3

1 ) Show 1 or Show 2 Minder: Ensure that children are safe and accounted for when not onstage.

Check for proper attire and escort children to and from the stage for their performances. You will be

required for one show of the performance and can watch the other show.

2 ) Security: Check dancers in as they arrive at the theatre and release them when they are picked

up. Ensure that only authorized personnel volunteers are backstage and in the dressing rooms.

3 ) Costume Carer: Care for the costumes and take them to and from events, and make sure every

group is accounted for.

WE NEED YOU!!! 

Please email angela@pmperformingarts.com if you can help by being a costume carer! 

Costume carers from each group will take all the costumes clearly labeled with your child's name.

Please ensure the costume and all accessories are returned to the same coat hanger and returned

to the mum concerned when your child has finished. Could costume carers please check lists and

ensure all students dancing at the Eisteddfod groups has a costume. There have been changes in

numbers in many groups, please check names on list given. Thank you to our costume carers for

helping with our costumes. Instructions will be given by our fabulous costume team. 



PART 2: Costumes

We spend many hours selecting the costumes for each class. They are always age-appropriate and of

the highest quality possible. Students who attend class once a week will need one costume; all other

students will need one costume for each style they train in. Costumes include all accessories (hats,

gloves, etc.), but not tights or shoes. NOTE: No jewellery or underwear is to be worn with costumes. 

Fees and Payment

Costumes will be hired and Term 2 invoices will include costs for costume hire for the Mid Year

Showcase . No refunds will be made if a parent or guardian withdraws a child from a class after

costumes have been ordered (in week 1), prior to the Mid Year Showcase. Parent helpers are required to

take care of all costumes. They are called ‘Costume Carers’. It is their responsibility to bring the

costumes to the Mid Year Showcase s and take them home after. Costumes will be kept together in

groups. It is the students responsibility to make sure every aspect of the costume is taken care of and

returned to the costume carer, if not, full payment of $75 for the costume will be required. 

 

Sizing

Costume measuring begins during the first week of term, during scheduled class times. All children will

be measured in order to determine their proper costume size(s). 

Alterations

Although rare, alterations are sometimes needed after the costumes have been distributed and are the

responsibility of the school, though any assistance you can offer will be greatly appreciated.

Costume care

Parent carers please do not wash the costumes in machines- take care and hand wash only. We do not

recommend using a traditional iron when pressing costumes. Silks can burn, sequins can melt, and fabric

colours may change. Please use only a steam iron, if completely necessary. Iron costumes with caution

because of glues that may have been used to attach appliqués and/or trim. Please place costumes in a

costume bag for travel.

Costume racks

A wheeled clothing rack is a smart investment if your child has several costumes. It keeps the costumes

organised, prevents wrinkles, and provides some privacy during costume changes. When you arrive at

the Mid Year Showcase, you will need to collect your child’s costume from the parent carers. Hang

costumes on the rack in the order they will be needed during the show.

Quick costume changes

During the Mid Year Showcase, some students may have quick costume changes. A special team of

parents will assist these students, whose costumes and accessories will be placed in the backstage

area.

Costume cover-ups

Students must wear a cover-up when in costume but not performing. A bathrobe or cape work best. The

cover-up helps keep the muscles warm and prevents costumes from becoming soiled. 



Pink like new ballet stockings with a back up pair for emergencies

Clean, newly painted, if necessary – leather ballet shoes with proper ballet ribbons sewn in the

correct place, not too far forward. No underpants – Pre-Seniors & Seniors may wear a skin tone G-

string & body stocking.

Skin tone skins/Tan tights (not shimmers) clean BLACK Tap shoes 

Black oxford shoes with tan tights

No underpants. Pre-Seniors & Seniors may wear a skin tone G-string & body stocking.

PART 3: Tights, Shoes, Hair, and Makeup

WHAT TO WEAR / WHAT NOT TO WEAR – Your questions answered!

Costume carers from each group will take all the costumes clearly labelled with your child's name.

Please ensure the costume and all accessories are returned to the same coat hanger and returned to

the mum concerned when your child has finished. Could costume carers please check lists and ensure

all students dancing in groups has a costume. There have been changes in numbers in many groups,

please check names on list given. Thank you to our costume carers for helping with our costumes, please

hold onto these after the Mid Year Showcase, return in the following Week to the studio when your child

attends class.

The following items not to be seen on stage please - underpants, watches, tattoos, necklaces and

nail polish. Earrings must be removed for all dancers. 

(8yrs, 10yrs & 12yrs Performance Program Dancers must wear performance earrings (available to

purchase at the office on Mon- Thurs 4pm- 6pm) 

6 Yrs Super Stars & All Kindy Combo Skin Tone Jazz Stockings (available to purchase at the office on

Mon- Thurs 4pm- 6pm) No underpants. Stockings act as underwear for dancers but if your child requires

underwear as well they need to have Skin tone underwear Only.

Petite Performers & All Junior Combo Ballet Stockings (available to purchase at the office on Mon-

Thurs 4pm- 6pm) and clean like new Ballet shoes. No underpants. Stockings act as underwear for

dancers but if your child requires underwear as well they need to have Skin tone underwear Only. 

Pink new like ballet stockings with a back up pair for emergencies. Clean, newly painted if necessary

leather ballet shoes with pink coloured elastic across the top. No underpants.

KINDY COMBO AND JUNIOR COMBO GROUPS PLEASE ARRIVE WEARING STOCKINGS AND HAIR

DONE PLEASE LABEL ALL OF YOUR CHILD'S BELONGINGS!!

All Ballet Groups

MUST HAVE CLEAN BALLET SHOES WITH RIBBONS.

All Contemporary Groups

 - Tan stirrup tights (not shimmers) Foot undies optional

All Tap Groups



Skin tone skins (not shimmers) like new tan Jazz shoes, with laces tucked in. 

No underpants. Pre-Seniors & Seniors may wear a skin tone G-string & body stocking.

Skin Tone Skins (not Shimmers) Tan Jazz Shoes 

All Jazz Groups

Musical Theatre

IPP & JPP All routines are using the same tights and shoes as per Taree Eisteddfod

If you do not own the required items for your group here at the studio we have a limited selection of

stockings (tan, ballet, stirrup) please ask Lazette at the office desk if we have what you require.

HAIR

If you are unsure of the hair requirements for your dancer please check with Miss Ange.

angela@pmperformingarts.com Please use plenty of Gel and remember not to wash hair at least 3 days

before Mid Year Showcase to ensure it stays in. Teachers will be checking hair and makeup in the

dressing rooms. 

Kindy Combo, Junior Combo, Petite Performers, 6yrs Superstars, Recreational Dancers HIGH BUN

8yrs Performance - ROYAL BUN

11yrs plus Recreational, 12yrs Performance, JPP & IPP - LOW SLICK CENTRE PART BUN

ALL HEADPIECES MUST BE PINNED AND CHECKED

MAKEUP

Do your makeup before you arrive at the Glasshouse. 4 main rules of PMPA stage make up

• Foundation to match your skin tone • Red lips (not pink, not brown)

• Pink cheeks

• Mascara

No eyeliner wings just a line parallel with under the eye with liquid eyeliner if possible Eyeshadow -

Light pink on the eyes for under 12 yrs and light browns for older age groups. For all students - White

eyeshadow on the upper eye, brown eyebrows.

JPP - PERFORMANCE EARRINGS

IPP - EYELASHES & PERFORMANCE EARRINGS

Please wear your PMPA jackets/singlets and black jazz pants or ballet school colours (blue and black)

to and from the theatre and between routines if you have a break between dances.

mailto:angela@pmperformingarts.com


Hairbrush

Hair pins / bobby pins

Hair nets and hair elastics

Small sewing kit

Spare tights (wear new tights if possible and have spares )

Own make up

Water bottle

Small towel

Change of clothes – Practice dance wear and general clothes ( zip up top to wear during and

after Mid Year Showcase  )

CLEAN SHOES for all your items

Lots of safety pins

*Please take care of all your costumes and return them in the best possible condition.

*DO NOT EAT IN COSTUME and keep all food and drink away from them please.

PART 4: Be Prepared

Planning

The Mid Year Showcase isn’t a one-day activity. Gather all shoes, tights and makeup several days in

advance so you’ll know if something is missing or isn’t right. Make a checklist of your child’s routines,

listing the costume, tights, shoes, and any accessories, and refer to it to make sure you have all your

supplies before going to the theatre. 

Bring at least one extra pair of tights of each style. Also bring extra hair gel, hairnets, bobby pins, and

hairspray.  

PLEASE LABEL EVERYTHING WITH YOUR CHILD’S NAME AND YOUR PHONE NUMBER

Student  Checklist  for Theatre 

Please bring the following items with you to  the Theatre –

All parents please make sure students have all their bags and requirements packed ready to go the

night before. This means clean and spare tights, shoes etc. Go through your checklists and please

double check everything.

Please think about eating at least an hour before you dance, some carbohydrates (fruit/ brown rice

etc) are good for energy output.



Baby wipes/face wipes (to fix makeup mistakes or wash hands)

Baby powder (for itchy costumes)

Safety pins (for emergency costume repairs) 

Clear nail polish (to repair minor holes or runs in tights when there isn’t time to change them)

Your pain reliever of choice

Band-Aids (the “invisible” kind)

Tips: Other Handy Extras

Snacks

Please do not send your child to the rehearsal or Mid Year Showcase with snacks or beverages that

could stain their costumes. Crackers, energy bars, apples, carrot sticks, and string cheese are good

choices. Water is the best beverage; please do not send juice or other sticky beverages. And never

give them chocolate to eat on performance day as it melts and goes everywhere.

Dressing-room etiquette Students must respect other students’ space and property in the dressing

rooms. The students will spend more time in the dressing rooms than onstage or in the auditorium, so

please do your best to keep them organised and clean. No food or drink is allowed in the dressing

rooms. Wear something warm to put over your costume and a blanket to sit on.

On behalf of our staff and the theatre professionals, please be quiet and attentive in rehearsal, NO

TALKING backstage/ onstage/ side of stage. Be polite and helpful at all times. This will help everyone

run through their Items quickly and smoothly.



All Senior Dancers are required to wear a skin tone G-string or High Cut Nude Briefs.

No underpants. Stockings act as underwear for dancers but if your child requires underwear as 

well they need to have Skin tone underwear Only.

REQUIREMENTS 

KINDY COMBO
TAN JAZZ SHOES, TAN JAZZ TIGHTS

NO EARRINGS 
HAIR - HIGH BUN

JUNIOR COMBO
CLEAN LIKE NEW BALLET SHOES WITH ELASTICS, BALLET 

TIGHTS NO EARRINGS 
HAIR - HIGH BUN

8YRS REC JAZZ, 10YRS 

REC MUSICAL THEATRE

& JAZZ

TAN JAZZ SHOES, TAN JAZZ TIGHTS NO EARRINGS HAIR - HIGH BUN

10YRS REC 

CONTEMPORARY 11YRS 

PLUS REC 

CONTEMPORARY

TAN STIRRUPS

NO EARRINGS 

HAIR - HIGH BUN

HAIR 11YRS PLUS - 

CENTRE PART LOW 

BUN

PETITE PERFORMERS
CLEAN LIKE NEW BALLET SHOES WITH ELASTICS, BALLET 

TIGHTS NO EARRINGS 
HAIR - HIGH BUN

8YRS PERFORMANCE

LIKE NEW BALLET SHOES WITH RIBBONS, BALLET TIGHTS 

TAN JAZZ SHOES, TAN JAZZ TIGHTS 

PERFORMANCE EARRINGS

HAIR - ROYAL BUN

10YRS PERFORMANCE 

LIKE NEW BALLET SHOES WITH RIBBONS, BALLET TIGHTS 

TAN JAZZ SHOES, TAN JAZZ TIGHTS, TAN STIRRUPS 

PERFORMANCE EARRINGS

CENTRE PART LOW 

BUN

12YRS/JPP
TAN JAZZ SHOES, TAN JAZZ TIGHTS, TAN STIRRUPS, BLACK

JAZZ SHOES, BLACK FISHNETS PERFORMANCE EARRINGS

CENTRE PART LOW 

BUN

IPP

TAN STIRRUPS, BLACK JAZZ SHOES, BLACK FISHNETS, 

BLACK HEELS, BLACK SLICK TAP SHOES PERFORMANCE 

EARRINGS

CENTRE PART LOW 

BUN



PART 6: Student Drop-off and Pickup - ON THE DAY OF THE SHOW

Parents or guardians should bring the students to the sign in spot at stage door. Students will then 

be taken to their assigned dressing rooms, where they will be checked in and placed under the 

supervision of the parent helpers. Parents are not allowed in the dressing rooms after the children

have been checked in. Students will remain backstage for the entire performance, the only 

opportunity other than this will be at the end of each show where there will be a ten minute 

opportunity for you to collect your child from stage door. For students performing in both shows 

parents will need to wait until the final act of the second show to collect your dancer. 

 

ARRIVAL TIMES

SHOW 1 - 2pm

8yrs, 12yrs Performance  & IPP to arrive at stage door to sign in at twelve midday. 

Onstage Warmup 12:10pm (come ready to dance) 

8yrs & 12yrs Performance  PICK UP 3:15PM STAGE DOOR  

8yrs & 10yrs Recreational Dancers DROP OFF 12:30PM PICK UP 3PM STAGE DOOR 

Monday Kindy Combo & Petite Performers DROP OFF 12:50PM PICK UP 3:10PM STAGE DOOR 

(IPP don’t leave theatre in between shows)

SHOW 2 - 4pm

Senior Tap & 10yrs Performance to arrive at stage door to sign in at 2:45PM Stage Door PICK UP 

5:15pm 

Kindy Combo Wednesday and Saturday DROP OFF 3:10PM PICK UP 4:45PM Stage Door

Junior Combo Wed, Thurs & Sat DROP OFF 3:20PM PICK UP 5PM Stage Door

11yrs Plus Recreational  DROP OFF 3:30PM PICK UP 5PM Stage Door

PART 7: Mid Year Showcase USB purchase 

Due to poor quality and slowness in getting them back of our last 3 different DVD companies we

have decided to try a digital copy for our Dance Families. You still are required to preorder and

pay for your copy before the deadline but hopefully this alternative will prove faster and better for

us all. The showcase will be filmed and USB’s will be given out once production is finalised.



PMPA Students & Parents can purchase discounted tickets at The Glasshouse by providing either an

invoice or a piece of PMPA clothing. 

Please note: There is no longer any comp tickets available for both performances. If your

child is in both shows you will need to purchase tickets to each of these shows. 

PART 8: Concert Tickets

Tickets go on sale 6th June 2022 and all studio accounts (tuition, costumes, etc.) must be paid in

full before family members may purchase Mid Year Showcase tickets.

Three easy ways to book your tickets to the Mid Year Showcase  –

Visit  www.glasshouse.org.au

Call  02 65818888

Drop in to the box office Cnr of Clarence & Hay St, Port Macquarie.

To create an organised and professional atmosphere, all tickets are reserved seating. Each

audience member must have a reserved seat. Children are not allowed to sit on adults’ laps. Our

concerts are considered family entertainment. Please check the running order to see which show

you need to purchase tickets to.

PART 9: Mid Year Showcase  Policies – ON THE DAY

ALL STUDENTS TO ARRIVE AT THE GLASSHOUSE AND BE SIGNED IN NO LATER THAN YOU

DESIGNATED TIME WITH YOUR HAIR DONE, FULL MAKE UP AND TIGHTS ON. 

Auditorium rules

No eating, drinking, or smoking is allowed in the auditorium or dressing rooms. During the rehearsal

and Mid Year Showcase when the dancers are not onstage they must remain in the dressing rooms

with their supervisors. 

Backstage

Family members and friends are not permitted backstage or in the dressing rooms during rehearsals

or the Mid Year Showcase, including during intermission and before and after the show. There is a

lot of backstage activity in a limited space, and dressing rooms are private areas. Please remind

your family and guests to be respectful of these areas. Those who wish to greet performers after

the show or present flowers may do so at the stage door.

Props

All props are the property of PMPA and are to be returned to the backstage prop master after the

performance. Props include such items as canes, parasols, beach balls, etc.

Audience etiquette 

Enthusiastic applause is encouraged; however, it is never appropriate to scream out a child’s name

or yell in any way.



Children should not bring handheld electronic games or other devices with sounds and/or lights

that could be a distraction for other audience members. If you think they cannot make it through

the entire performance, please leave them at home.

Because we present a professional performance, we ask that everyone remain seated during the

entire performance. If you do leave the auditorium during the show you will be allowed back into

the auditorium only between dances. This rule is strictly enforced; please do not create a

disturbance with the auditorium ushers in regard to this policy.

Children must remain seated for the entire performance. If you think they will have a hard time

remaining seated during the performance, please do not bring them to the Mid Year Showcase .

Allowing children to run around or otherwise disrupt the performance is not fair to other audience

members.

Parents who bring infants to the performance should quickly exit the auditorium if the infant begins

to cry or create a distraction for the audience. The glasshouse has a crying room upstairs.

The use of video or flash photography is strictly prohibited during the concert. It is important that

you pass this policy on to your Mid Year Showcase guests. The event will be professionally videoed

and you will be able to purchase copies.

The Mid Year Showcase is for Everyone

When everyone puts the children first, the Mid Year Showcase experience is one they’ll never

forget. We appreciate your compliance with the rules and guidelines in this handbook and hope

that PMPA Mid Year Showcase will be as fun and exciting for you as it is for all of our staff. Thank

you for working with us to create a memorable educational experience through performance for all

of our students.

Any questions at any time please contact the office.

Thank you,

Stacey Morgan

See next page for Running Order



2pm SHOW  4pm SHOW  

SWING 

Senior Jazz
Peter Gill Gelato

Peter Gill, Ange

Jamieson, Kye Maurer

The Greatest Showman

10yrs Rec Musical Theatre
Rebecca Graham

Pink Classical 

10yrs Perf
Ange Jamieson

Everything Is Awesome 

KC Mon
Rebecca Graham

September 

KC Wed
Rebecca Graham

Fire In My Bones 

12yrs Contemporary
Ange Jamieson

Control  

11+ Recreational 
Rebecca Graham 

Pink Ballet 

8yrs Perf
Ange Jamieson

America 

Senior Musical Theatre
Stacey Morgan

Firefly 

7-10yrs Rec Contemporary
Janelle Catana

Come Fly With Me 

10yrs MT
Janelle Catana

Yes Yes I Can 

8yrs Rec Jazz
Rebecca Graham

Lighthouse 

JC Thurs
Rebecca Graham

New York Kye Maurer, Peter Gill Let It Go Kye Maurer

INTERMISSION  INTERMISSION  

Footprints Peter Gill
Gala Senior

Contemporary
Kye Maurer

Movin Up 8yrs Perf Jazz Peter Gill
Pinball Wizard 

10yrs Jazz Perf
Peter Gill

Some Like It Hot IPP Kye Maurer, Peter Gill True Colours JC Wed Rebecca Graham

Slow Down 

Petite Performers
Ange Jamieson Firework Senior Tap Peter Gill

Ex Wives 

12yrs Musical Theatre
Stacey Morgan

Can You Keep A Secret

KC Sat
Trinity Craig

I Came Here For Love 

10yrs Rec Jazz
Rebecca Graham

Clocks 

10yrs Contemp Perf
Kye Maurer

Friend Like Me 

8yrs Perf MT
Ange Jamieson

One Moment In Time

IPP
Peter Gill

Symphony 

12yrs Jazz
Peter Gill   

One Moment In Time 

IPP
Peter Gill   



PMPA Mid Year Showcase  Concert Copy Order Form

The deadline to order your copy of the Mid Year Showcase is 20th June 2022. 

Orders are Cash Only to be paid to the office. 

Digital Copy: $45 each       Dance School: PMPA

Parent name: _____________________________________

Student name: _____________________________________

Shipping address: _____________________________________

City: _____________________________________     State: _______  Postcode: _______ 

Telephone: ___________________    Email: _________________________________________

Specify # of copies ordered: ______________


